
Culinary excellence
Guests will be tempted by a sophisticated dining 

experience at the restaurant, where chefs prepare 

exquisite dishes with produce and ingredients 

from local farms, emphasising a commitment 

to sustainability and freshness. Guests will not 

only have the opportunity to taste these exquisite 

products, but also have the chance to harvest 

them with their own hands in the Upper Savoy 

valley. Thanks to foraging, the chefs use zero-mile 

products, harnessing the traditions of the past and 

the region’s wild raw materials to create dishes 

that reflect the natural environment.

Delight in rare wines
The retreats offer a meticulously curated wine 

cellar, the result of decades of research, travel, 

and personal connections to wine producers 

worldwide. Guests will enjoy an impressive 

collection of esteemed and rare bottles from 

a wide range of regions including Piedmont, 

Tuscany, Veneto, Burgundy, Bordeaux,  

California and more.

Extraordinary experiences
Thanks to an expansive network in several 

fields — including wine, art and sports — Magic 

Megève and Magic Megève Bois proudly offer a 

variety of unique experiences. From dining in the 

mountains, to embarking on a cross-country  

ski trip with expert coaching, to wine-tasting  

in the Magic wine cellars, nothing is beyond  

the imagination.

Magic Megève and Magic Megève Bois are part 

of The Magic Collection Retreats, a contemporary 

hospitality project focused on the principle of 

ART: Aim, Rest, Think. Set in Megève, Forte 

dei Marmi and Ibiza, the four retreats under 

this umbrella are transformed and revitalised 

through the collaborative ventures of artists. 

These retreats offer guests a unique experience, 

where they can literally live art. Artists’ works are 

placed in relation to everyday spaces, and interact 

with the functionality of the place itself. In this 

context, the works are stripped of their mysterious 

auras, and become part of the everyday 

experience, accessible to all.

Need to know

K E Y F E AT U R E S
•  Fully-staffed property

•  Restaurants 

•  Cocktail bars

•  Lounges

•  Health bar

•  Ski rooms

K E Y AC TI V ITI E S
•  Skiing and snowboarding

•  Cross-country skiing

•  Nature trails

•  Cryotherapy

•  Shamanic treatments

•  Yoga

•  Wine-tastings

•  Cooking lessons

G E T I N TO U C H
themagiccollectionretreats.com

T: +33 695 679 967

E: reservations@themagic 

collection.comDON’ T MIS S  Site-specific artworks from renowned contemporary artists 
are placed around the retreats and surrounding forest

Whether guests find themselves immersed in 

the captivating creativity of Magic Megève or 

enveloped in the traditional elegance of Magic 

Megève Bois, an experience beyond the ordinary is 

promised. The journey becomes a testimony to the 

perfect fusion of innovation, design and service. 

Memories that last a lifetime are guaranteed.

A world of art, wine and design 
Welcome to a realm where contemporary  

artworks, design marvels and a curated wine 

collection come together in perfect harmony  

for a spectacular explosion of the senses. The 

result is a thrilling synthesis of experiences  

that consistently presents guests with thrilling 

options for relaxation and entertainment.  

The Magic Collection Retreats present 

extraordinary chalet experiences that promise  

to leave an indelible mark. Whether guests  

seek an outstanding event venue or a winter 

retreat, an unparalleled and unforgettable  

journey is granted.

Artistry beyond imagination
At Magic Megève, a restored 18th-century 

mountain farm, guests will be captivated by a 

symphony of site-specific artworks that extend 

from the grand staircase to the light switches, and 

from the floorboards to the walls and ceilings, all 

meticulously created by world-renowned artists. 

Guests will also discover marvels in the forest 

overlooking the property, such as a collection of 

precious gems planted like seeds in the ground.

Guests will step into a sanctuary of creativity, 

where each of the 10 rooms has been thoughtfully 

designed by an artist. Guests can choose between 

fantastical universes conjured by visionaries like 

Luís Lazáro Matos, the temple of Jean Cocteau 

by Francesco Vezzoli, Conrad Shawcross’s dream 

world and more. This is a world where even 

slumber becomes an artistic expression.

Tradition meets elegance
The timeless allure of chalet Magic Megève  

Bois is the epitome of elegance and charm. It 

exudes warmth and style, creating an alpine 

experience that transports guests to a world  

of comfort. Among its 12 design suites, 

contemporary aesthetics harmonise with 

traditional chic, offering spacious and  

serene accommodation.

Relaxation awaits
At the retreats, guests’ wellbeing takes centre 

stage and immersion in nature is prioritised. The 

chalets offer innovative spa treatments, tailored 

to invigorate senses and rejuvenate the spirit. 

Guests will be transported to a world of relaxation 

and rejuvenation, where every touch is carefully 

designed to elevate the senses.

The chalets also offer retreats focusing on 

mental wellbeing, from spirituality treatments to 

Kundalini yoga led by Shaman Elmira.

Through various massage techniques, Shaman 

Elmira cleanses the body’s energy fields, heals 

corporeal tensions and liberates blocks, negativity 

and fears.

T WIN CHALETS M AGIC MEGÈVE AND M AGIC MEGÈVE BOIS ELEVATE THE CONCEPT  
OF ARTISTIC EXPERIENCE AND REIM AGINE CL ASSIC DEFINITIONS OF LUXURY

MEG È VE , FR ANC E

Magic Megève & Magic Megève Bois 
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